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The COVID crisis and yearly respiratory influenza /RSV are remarkable threats to public health with incidence rates rising to 
shocking levels1. Impact estimates from this recent SARSepidemic on education are staggering234. This unprecedented 
situation, resulting from the extreme virulence of SARS-CoV-2 requires novel approaches and evidence-based solutions5.
Further, cost effective techniques are now indicated to limit the yearly flux of non-COVID respiratory tract infections given 
the rise in rates of respiratory flu and RSV. We currently are running a13 year high on influenza rates6.

The health and wellbeing of children and teachers in primary and higher education settings is of key importance to 
our global societies current and future wellness 78. While school closures across the USand worldwide were immediately 
necessary given the infection velocity of COVID-19, and considered cost effective9, the reopening of education institutions, 
particularly primary and secondary has been deemed necessary in most municipalities given the cognitive and psychological 
risks to students confronted with unstructured educational situations 10. Educators and administrators alike are not seeing a 
new standard of care to reduce the chance of suture school closers and increase the safety of students and teachers – not just
form COVIDbut from the other respiratory tract pathogens are result in truancy and loss of workdays for dedicated staff.

There are a variety of perspectives on how to safely operate educational institutions, with extreme variation based 
on locations, demographics, and respiratory infection rates, however one consistent thread in the literature is in support of
a collaborative approach with creative solutions11. Reducing airborne infection risk may be a necessary component of 
institutional function1213. Although there is a history of attempting to ameliorating respiratory tract infection risk with a 
variety of technologies including but not limited to aerosolized solutions, pulsed light, and bipolar ionizations; few (if any) of 
these have a strong evidence base in the peer reviewed literature14. The paucity of data supporting these solutions is evident
in comparison to continuous UVCwherein there are decades of reports available (peer reviewed) demonstrating
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effectiveness15. Particularly strong literature exists in controlled, empiric research that demonstrated that appropriately
designed HVACUVCsolutions reduces the risk of respiratory tract infections16.

ASHRAEhas taken a strong stance in support of continuous UVC. Regarding the reopening of schools, this industry 
standard organization has published descriptions of available technology, noting the effectiveness of continuous UVCin 
reducing airborne infection risk for appropriately designed continuous UVCsolutions17. These robust statements build
upon the pre-COVIDguidelines that support continuous UVCand indoor air quality noting that “…UV-Cfor upper air, in- duct,
and in-room systems was named by ASHRAE's2014 Position Document on Airborne infectious Diseases as among the two
highest research priorities for developing engineering control to reduce infectious disease transmission (ASHRAE 2014b)”.

Although reducing the risk of respiratory tract infections has become particularly important in the COVIDera, air 
quality and infection risk in educational institutions demand a broad perspective, as environmental factors effect student 
performance. The school climate has been linked to achievement in English and mathematics18. Indoor air quality is one of 
the various climate variables linked to effective learning 1920 with peer reviewed literature specifically noting poor indoor air 
quality as an undermining factor21. Indoor air quality should be prioritized in institutional planning 22, as the most common 
pathogenic microbes in schools are continuous UVCsensitive and many schools do not meet ASHRAEStandard 62-2201 for 
ventilation (with UVCeffective in magnifying available ACH)23.

Based on the available peer reviewed literature which describes a progressive and ubiquitous problem (respiratory tract 
infections in schools) however a cost-effective solution (HVAC based UVCdisinfection systems); I recommend consideration 
for clinically dosed, prescribed UVCsolutions in schools and offices with HVACbased systems the backbone for most 
institutions and situations.
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Trusted Clients

Current Area of Application

HVAC
Air Purifiers

Food/Ag Industry
Beverage Processing

Vertical Farming
Healthcare Industry
Pollution Control

Commercial Office
Educational

Smell Management
Energy Management
Laboratory Facilities

Pharma
Transit
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EPA Producer # 100510-TX-1

HVAC

Surface Treatment

Water/Fluid Treatment

Processing Tunnels/Conveyors

Customized Solutions

Want to learn more? Contact us at 1-888-580-8738 or
by email Team@Cognituv.com

Air Treatment


